
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) The direct inpatient burden caused by foot-related conditions: a 
multi-site point-prevalence study 

AUTHORS Lazzarini, Peter; Hurn, Sheree; Kuys, Suzanne; Kamp, Maarten; Ng, 
Vanessa; Thomas, Courtney; Jen, Scott; Kinnear, Ewan; d\'Emden, 
Michael; Reed, Lloyd 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Eric Senneville 
Dron Hospital 59200 Tourcoing France 

REVIEW RETURNED 03-Feb-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors report the results of a prospective cross-sectionnal 
study that aimed to investigate a representative inpatient population 
in order to determine the proportionate burden of people admitted to 
hospital for the primary or secondary reason of a foot-related 
condition. They also investigated independent factors associated 
with being admitted to hospital for the reason of a foot-related 
condition from a range of demographic, social determinant, medical 
condition history, self-care, past foot treatment, foot disease history 
and clinically diagnosed foot disease factors.  
 
The authors have addressed an important point with potential 
impacts on public health policy regarding the management of 
patients with foot problems.  
 
General :  
1. this is a very long and complex paper to read for apparently a 
simple question ; the authors provide a large amounts of data on the 
methodology they used for performing their study. As a result, the 
description of all of these data eclipses in a way the presentation of 
the results.  
2. they are a lot of redundances throughout the manuscript  
3. the practical impact of the conclusions drawn from the results of 
the present study are not sufficiently promoted and exploited  
4. the lenght of the manuscript could probably be reduced of at least 
half of its current form  
 
 
Specific comments :  
1. the patients were asked questions from the Queensland Foot 
Disease Form; this mode of data collection is probably the cause of 
the inability to include 248 cognitively impaired patients and, as 
noted by the authors in the Discussion, this may have introduced a 
bias of selection of the patients.  
 
2. Discussion, line 78 : "We believe this is the first study to 
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investigate the direct burden caused by foot-related conditions within 
a representative inpatient population. Our findings indicate 7.4% of 
all inpatients were admitted to hospital for the primary reason of a 
foot-related condition, including 4.9% for foot disease and 2.1% foot 
trauma. … Overall, these findings suggest the inpatient burden 
caused by foot-related conditions is significantly higher than 
previously appreciated, affecting nearly one in every 13 inpatients, 
with two thirds being due to foot disease and nearly one third due to 
foot trauma." All the interesting data provided by the present study 
are summarized in these two sentences; therefore, it seems (to me) 
difficult to justify a 62-page paper.  
 
3. "First, this study encompassed all possible foot-related conditions 
as a reason for admission, rather than relying on a defined list of 
codes for the most common foot disease disorders from a standard 
hospital discharge database (1)". I agree, but why not have 
compared the present methodology to the standard one?  
 
4. "Perhaps more surprising is that only 28% of the primary foot-
related admissions  
were in people with diabetes". I have not seen in the manuscript the 
prevalence of diabetes in the population of the areas where the 
study was conducted. 

 

REVIEWER Timethia J. Bonner, DPM, PhD 
Texas A&M University, USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 29-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I would encourage the authors the check the tables to make sure 
that the statistics were reported without error. The study does add to 
the body of literature on diabetes related foot disease, and makes a 
strong argument for how hospital data should be reported to ensure 
accurate inpatient stats are noted.   

 

REVIEWER T Dunning 
Deakin University and Barwon Health  
Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 31-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The paper addresses an important topic but clarification is needed in 
places and some reorganisation of the structure and flow of the 
information to make it easier to read and reduce repetition.  
Some paragraphs are very long.  
There are a lot of very long tables. Are they all necessary? Could 
they be summarised?  
Specific comments  
Abstract  
The aim could be more clearly stated.  
Wes the study a point prevalence survey?  
Clarify what you mean by 'representative hospitals' in the context of 
the study.  
In the results section, clarify what 'three others' refers to.  
Article summary  
The article summary is not clear.  
The information presented under the subheading has another 
subheading below it: Strengths and limitations of the study, which 
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are also present in the body of the paper. Please revise as 
appropriate.  
Method  
Indicate the Australian prevalence of diabetes and foot disease.  
Indicate how the 'designated day of data collection' was decided.  
Indicate what you mean by 'verbal questionnaire.' Do you mean the 
data collectors administered the questionniare?  
Outline the criteria for foot risk factors, foot disease, and foot risk 
status or provide a rference to the criteria.  
Is table 1 needed. The reference or a link to the definitions could be 
used.  
Indicate how modifying the QFDF could affect the validity of the 
form.  
Some of the information in para 1 on page 10 repeats information 
already provided. Revise to reduce repetition.  
Indicate how the sub-sample of QFDF data was selected to be 
tested for agreement with the medical records.  
The prcesses used to audit the medical records was not described.  
As indicated most of the tables are very long. Can they be 
summarised or omitted because the main information is presented in 
the text?  
Indicate how 'burden' was defined and decided.  
Discussion  
The discussion is short and repeats the findings,  
The interpretation of the findings (or implications) reads more like 
discussion. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer One’s Comments  

General Comments  

1 The authors have addressed an important point with potential impacts on public health policy 

regarding the management of patients with foot problems.  

 

We very much appreciate this kind comment from the Reviewer. No further response is required.  

 

2 This is a very long and complex paper to read for apparently a simple question; the authors provide 

a large amounts of data on the methodology they used for performing their study. As a result, the 

description of all of these data eclipses in a way the presentation of the results.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this comment and acknowledge the lengthiness of our paper. We agree 

with the Reviewer and have tried to remove as much redundancy as possible in the Methods section 

(please see General Comment #3 below). However, we have clarified that this paper is the first of a 

number of papers stemming from a PhD research project, and thus, will serve as the detailed 

methodology which will be cited by upcoming papers. We have now clarified this in Methods: Study 

Design: Sentence One which now reads:  

"This study was the first in the Foot Disease in Inpatients Study (FDIS) research project. The main 

objective of FDIS was to investigate the prevalence, and associated factors, of different foot disease 

disorders and foot risk factors in a representative inpatient population."  

 

3 They are a lot of redundances throughout the manuscript  

 

Again we thank the Reviewer for this comment and agree. We have taken the Reviewers advice and 

removed a lot of repetitive statements/redundancy which has reduced the overall manuscript word 

count by nearly 1,500 words (~25% reduction).  
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4 The practical impact of the conclusions drawn from the results of the present study are not 

sufficiently promoted and exploited  

 

We very much thank the Reviewer for this comment and allowing us to improve the promotion and 

implications of our findings. As per revisions addressing Reviewer Three’s: Specific Comment #18 we 

have re-ordered the flow of the Discussion to follow that of a more traditional discussion. Furthermore, 

we have been much more direct and succinct in the section Discussion: Implications for policy 

makers, clinicians and researchers and we kindly refer the Reviewer to the 3 modified paragraphs in 

this section in the marked up manuscript that start with:  

 

"Our findings have significant potential implications for policy makers. To contextualise these finding, 

an ‘average’ 600-bed hospital could expect to manage 44 inpatients each night for the primary reason 

of a foot-related condition; including 29 for foot disease and 13 for foot trauma. This equates to an 

annual direct cost of AU$15.6 million for an average hospital if assuming AU$971 (2015) per 

Australian hospital bed day (56). Forecasting this across Australia’s 49,153 public hospital beds (57), 

suggests Australia would need 3,637 hospital beds each night, or 1.33 million beds each year, at an 

annual cost of AU$1.29 billion to primarily manage foot-related conditions. Assuming a conservative 

13-day average length of stay for foot-related conditions (2-6), indicates Australia has over 102,000 

annual primary admissions for foot-related conditions; including 67,600 for foot disease and 27,600 

for foot trauma. With cellulitis ranked as the 10th leading cause of Australian public hospital 

admissions with 35,248 admissions (58), these figures would place foot-related conditions in the top 

10 causes of hospital admission in Australia. Interestingly, two thirds of these reported cellulitis 

admissions were infections in the lower leg and foot (58). These figures are likely to be conservative 

as they do not account for private hospitals, surgical procedures, secondary foot-related admissions 

and any other foot-related inpatient management."  

 

5 The length of the manuscript could probably be reduced of at least half of its current form  

 

We refer the Reviewer to our response to General Comment #3 above.  

 

Specific comments  

1 The patients were asked questions from the Queensland Foot Disease Form; this mode of data 

collection is probably the cause of the inability to include 248 cognitively impaired patients and, as 

noted by the authors in the Discussion, this may have introduced a bias of selection of the patients.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this comment and very much agree. As the Reviewer points out we did 

note the potential bias of excluding cognitively impaired patients in the original manuscript. However, 

the authors have taken the opportunity to add to these notes to highlight this point in the following 

sections of the Revised Manuscript. In the Methods: Participants: Last sentence now reads:  

"Exclusion criteria included those <18 years of age, those with a cognitive deficit as determined by the 

Nurse Unit Manager, or those in a paediatric, maternity or psychiatric ward. These criteria are typical 

of point-prevalence inpatient studies (18-21)."  

 

In the Discussion: Strengths and weaknesses: 2nd Paragraph: Sentence 4 reads: "Third, whilst 

excluding cognitively impaired patients is standard (15-18), this may have introduced a selection bias 

towards under-reporting foot-related conditions as excluded patients were mostly older cognitively 

impaired patients that have higher foot disease rates than cognitively intact patients (60)."  

 

2 Discussion, line 78 : “We believe this is the first study to investigate the direct burden caused by 

foot-related conditions within a representative inpatient population. Our findings indicate 7.4% of all 

inpatients were admitted to hospital for the primary reason of a foot-related condition, including 4.9% 
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for foot disease and 2.1% foot trauma. … Overall, these findings suggest the inpatient burden caused 

by foot-related conditions is significantly higher than previously appreciated, affecting nearly one in 

every 13 inpatients, with two thirds being due to foot disease and nearly one third due to foot trauma.” 

All the interesting data provided by the present study are summarized in these two sentences; 

therefore, it seems (to me) difficult to justify a 62-page paper.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this comment and refer the Reviewer to our response to General 

Comment #3 above. Whilst we somewhat agree with the Reviewer, that the interesting data 

addressing our primary aim on the “prevalence’ of the foot-related inpatient burden can be 

summarised succinctly, we believe the data addressing our secondary aims on the “associates” and 

the implications adds to these findings and cannot be summarised as succinctly. As per our revisions 

to address Reviewers Three: Specific Comment #18 we have re-ordered our Discussion flow and 

summarised our Interpretation of Findings to hopefully highlight these findings a little more succinctly.  

 

3 "First, this study encompassed all possible foot-related conditions as a reason for admission, rather 

than relying on a defined list of codes for the most common foot disease disorders from a standard 

hospital discharge database (1)". I agree, but why not have compared the present methodology to the 

standard one?  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this very useful suggestion. We have simplified this interpretation section 

by just comparing our methodology to the only previous similar study as suggested that used 

standard retrospective analysis of a hospital discharge dataset in Methods: Interpretation of findings: 

Paragraph 1 now reads:  

 

"The large disparity between our 7.4% direct foot-related inpatient burden finding and the 1.2% in the 

only previous similar study (5) may be explained by a number of methodological differences. The 

previous study retrospectively investigated foot disease codes only from a standard hospital 

discharge dataset to identify patients (5), compared to our study which prospectively examined for all 

possible foot-related conditions (5). Yet, our study still reported a much higher rate for those 

hospitalised for foot disease (4.9%) compared to the previous study (1.2%) (5). Retrospective 

analyses compared to prospective examinations have been found to under-report foot-related 

admissions in the same Australian inpatient population by three-fold (12). Additionally, the previous 

study investigated hospital admissions (5), whereas our study investigated a one occupied hospital 

bed day period. Foot-related admissions use three-fold the number of bed days than average hospital 

admissions in Australia (3, 6). These methodological improvements compared to the previous study 

suggest our findings are plausible and much higher than previously appreciated."  

 

4 "Perhaps more surprising is that only 28% of the primary foot-related admissions  

were in people with diabetes". I have not seen in the manuscript the prevalence of diabetes in the 

population of the areas where the study was conducted.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this useful comment which was very similar to that raised by Reviewer 

Three: Specific Comment #3. We have now added a new paragraph comparing the inpatient and 

population prevalence for diabetes with similar regions in Discussion: Interpretation of findings: 

Paragraph 2:  

 

"We found only 28% of foot-related hospitalisations were in people with diabetes which was similar to 

the 15% reported in the previous study (5). This suggests the majority of the inpatient foot-related 

burden may not be caused by diabetes as has been traditionally considered (3, 4). Our findings 

equate to 2.0% of all inpatients, on a given day, are in hospital because of diabetes-related foot 

disease in Queensland. Considering a recent retrospective study of the Queensland hospital 

discharge dataset identified that 0.9% of all hospital bed days in Queensland were primarily used to 
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manage diabetes-related foot disease (6), and the under-reporting in retrospective studies (12), our 

findings again seem plausible. Our findings also appear generalizable when interpreting diabetes rate 

trends between ours and other regions. The 23.5% inpatient diabetes prevalence found in our 

Queensland study is similar to the 24.7% reported in Victoria (Australia) (17), 26.2% in the United 

States (US) (49, 50), but higher than 15.8% in the United Kingdom (UK) (51). The diagnosed diabetes 

population prevalence in Queensland is 4.5% and 5.0% in Victoria (52); whilst the estimated national 

diabetes population prevalence for Australia is 7.8% , 9.2% in the US and 4.9% in the UK (53). Also 

diabetes-related amputation rates, often used as a surrogate measure of the foot disease burden, 

showed similar trends with 15 per 100,000 people reported in Queensland (6), 18 in Australia, 36 in 

the US and 9 in the UK (54, 55). These interpretations suggest our findings are plausible and 

potentially generalizable to other regions."  

 

Reviewer Two’s Comments  

General Comments  

1 I would encourage the authors the check the tables to make sure that the statistics were reported 

without error.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this comment and have now checked the tables. We have also clarified 

why we chose our multivariate logistic regression models to provide more clarity. The Methods: 

Statistical Analysis: Paragraph 2 now reads:  

 

"Multivariate logistic regression was used to analyse for independent associations (42, 43). As this 

study was investigating a new field a data driven backwards stepwise method was chosen (42, 43). 

All variables achieving crude associations (p<0.2), except those deemed illogical, were entered into 

the backwards stepwise model, non-significant variables (p>0.05) were removed at each step, until 

only variables achieving statistical significance remained (p<0.05) and their Odds Ratios (OR) 

reported (Unadjusted Model) (42, 43). This model method was consistent with similar foot-related 

studies (31, 36, 44-46)."  

 

2 The study does add to the body of literature on diabetes related foot disease, and makes a strong 

argument for how hospital data should be reported to ensure accurate inpatient stats are noted.  

 

We very much appreciate this kind comment from the Reviewer. No further response is required.  

 

Reviewer Three’s Comments  

General Comments  

1 The paper addresses an important topic but clarification is needed in places and some 

reorganisation of the structure and flow of the information to make it easier to read and reduce 

repetition.  

 

We very much appreciate this constructive comment from the Reviewer. As per our response 

addressing Reviewer Ones General Comments #3-5 and our response to Reviewer Three’s Specific 

Comments below we have made changes to the structure and flow of the Manuscript to make it easier 

to read and reduce repetition.  

 

2 Some paragraphs are very long.  

 

We refer the Reviewer to our response to the comment directly above that also addresses this point.  

 

3 There are a lot of very long tables. Are they all necessary? Could they be summarised?  

 

We appreciated this comment and as per our response to Reviewer Three’s Specific Comment #16 
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below we have moved the original Table 3 to the Supplementary file to become Supplementary Table 

S3. We have also reformatted Table 1 to reduce its size.  

 

Specific Comments  

Abstract  

1 The aim could be more clearly stated.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this suggestion. We have attempted to clarify the aim by substituting the 

word “prevalence” for “burden” in the aim in both the Abstract and Manuscript. It now reads:  

 

"The aims of this point-prevalence study were to investigate a representative inpatient population to 

determine the prevalence of people admitted to hospital for the reason of a foot-related condition, and 

identify associated independent factors."  

 

2 Was the study a point prevalence survey?  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this suggestion. Although both terms, “cross-sectional” and “point-

prevalence”, are technically correct we have taken the Reviewers advice and substituted the term 

“point-prevalence” for “cross-sectional” in both abstract and manuscript aim.  

 

We have also substituted the word “prevalence” for “burden” in both the abstract and manuscript aim. 

We have also removed the term “cross-sectional” from the title to now read:  

"The direct inpatient burden caused by foot-related conditions: a multi-site point-prevalence study"  

 

Lastly we have added the term “point-prevalence” to the Study Design section, which now reads:  

"This was a multi-site observational point-prevalence cross-sectional study set in five public hospitals 

in Queensland, Australia."  

 

3 Clarify what you mean by 'representative hospitals' in the context of the study.  

 

We thank the Review for this suggestion. The authors have added the word “different” to 

“representative hospitals” in the abstract. We have also further clarified the official ‘representative’ 

hospital peer-groups in Australia to add more context for the reader. The Methods: Settings: Sentence 

2 now reads:  

 

"These hospitals were purposively selected by the authors to maximise the population-based 

generalizability of any findings by representing each of the different defined categories of peer-group 

hospitals in Australia according to the National Health Performance Authority (17); major metropolitan, 

major regional, large metropolitan, large regional and medium hospitals (14). Specialist hospitals are 

unable to be defined into these peer-groups (14), thus, the authors decided to include a major 

metropolitan specialist hospital instead of a medium hospital to further maximise generalizability."  

 

4 In the results section, clarify what 'three others' refers to.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for identifying this confusion. We have removed “three others” from the 

Abstract: Results section as we agree it is a very minor result and confuses this sentence, plus, this 

was already detailed in the Results Section of the Manuscript itself.  

 

Article summary  

5 The article summary is not clear.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this comment; however, we believe we have adhered to the instructions on 
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writing the Article Summary which is a section that is specifically required by BMJ Open in the 

Instructions to Authors: http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/guidelines.xhtml .  

 

“An 'Article summary' section consisting of the heading: 'Strengths and limitations of this study', and 

containing up to five short bullet points, no longer than one sentence each, that relate specifically to 

the methods of the study reported. They should not include the results of the study and should be 

placed after the abstract.”  

 

6 The information presented under the subheading has another subheading below it: Strengths and 

limitations of the study, which are also present in the body of the paper. Please revise as appropriate.  

 

We refer the Reviewer to our response to Specific Comment #5 directly above.  

 

Method  

7 Indicate the Australian prevalence of diabetes and foot disease.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this very useful comment. This comment was very similar to that of 

Reviewer One’s Specific Comment #4. Therefore we refer the Reviewer to our response to address 

Reviewer One’s Specific Comment #4 of adding a new paragraph comparing regional and national 

diabetes and foot disease prevalence.  

 

8 Indicate how the 'designated day of data collection' was decided.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this comment and have added further clarification on how the designated 

day of data collection was chosen and the period in which the data collection occurred on in Methods: 

Settings: Paragraph 2:  

 

"As a point-prevalence study each hospital had data collected on one day. Practical resource 

implications meant the same day could not be chosen for all hospitals. After consultation with senior 

hospital management a mid-week day (Tuesday-Thursday) was considered to be most representative 

of standard hospital activity. The designated day for each hospital was decided by the authors 

according to resource, travel and data collector availability. Data collection days for hospitals in similar 

regions were separated by two months to minimise the possibility of the same participant admission 

being captured twice. Data collection days were in 2013: major metropolitan (September), major 

metropolitan speciality (July), major regional (June), large metropolitan (December) and large regional 

hospital (June)."  

 

9 Indicate what you mean by 'verbal questionnaire.' Do you mean the data collectors administered the 

questionniare?  

 

We thank the reviewer for identifying this confusion. We have now clarified this section to ensure it is 

clear that data collectors administered the self-report survey questionnaire and clinical examination to 

elicit all variables. In Methods: Variables Collected we have removed the terms “verbal questionnaire” 

and have added the final sentence:  

"Trained data collectors administered all variables."  

 

10 Outline the criteria for foot risk factors, foot disease, and foot risk status or provide a reference to 

the criteria.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this comment. Although, we believe we have provided detailed criteria, 

definitions and citations for each variable in Table 1 we have made some changes to further highlight 

these. We have added some detail on “foot disease” and “foot risk factors” and aligned better with our 
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methodology terms in the Introduction: Sentence 2 & 3:  

 

"Foot-related conditions can cause high burdens of disease due to high rates of hospitalisation and 

amputation (1-6). In the context of hospitalisation, foot-related conditions typically refer to foot disease 

or foot trauma (1, 2, 6-10). Foot disease typically refers collectively to ulcers, infections, ischaemia 

and Charcot foot and is usually precipitated by the foot risk factors of peripheral arterial disease, 

neuropathy and deformity (1-4, 10-12). Foot trauma typically refers to limb-threatening injuries to the 

foot caused by high energy trauma (8, 9)."  

 

Furthermore, we have added some clarifying detail to the passage referring to Table 1. Methods: 

Variables collected: Sentence 1 now reads:  

 

"Table 1 outlines the criteria, definitions and supporting citations used for each individual variable 

collected by the QFDF in this study."  

 

11 Is table 1 needed. The reference or a link to the definitions could be used.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this comment; however, bearing in mind the Comments from the Reviewer 

directly above, and our response to Reviewer One General Comment #2, we don’t think we can 

appropriately remove Table 1 and satisfactorily define and cite the multiple variables investigated. As 

per our response to Reviewer Three’s General Comment #3 we have reformatted Table 1 to reduce 

its size. Furthermore, we refer the Reviewer to the reason for much of this methodological detail in 

response to Reviewer One’s General Comment #2.  

 

12 Indicate how modifying the QFDF could affect the validity of the form.  

 

We very much thank the Reviewer for this comment and we have now added clarification in relevant 

sections of the revised manuscript. Methods: Data collection instrument: Sentence: 5 now reads:  

 

"A Queensland Foot Disease Form (QFDF) data collection instrument was used to collect all variables 

(Figure 1). The QFDF was modified from a similar validated data collection instrument, the 

Queensland High Risk Foot Form (QHRFF) (19). In brief the QHRFF collects 46-items via self-

reported history and clinically-diagnoses of foot-related conditions (19, 20). Modifications to the 

QHRFF to develop the QFDF included: enacting any changes recommended by its original authors 

(19); removing variables not applicable to this study (19); and adding variables identified from recent 

systematic reviews to be applicable to foot-related conditions in inpatients (1, 11, 21) such as reason 

for admission (1, 5, 22). The 57-item QFDF contained 36 (78%) of the 46-items that were extensively 

tested for reliability and validity in the QHRFF (19). The authors decided to further test the QFDF by 

testing the accuracy of data collectors using the QFDF against simulated cases, and testing the 

concurrent validity of a sub-sample of study data collected using the QFDF compared with medical 

records audited for the same data. Both testing procedures are described below."  

 

Also Discussion: Strengths and Weaknesses: Paragraph 2: Sentence 7 now reads:  

"Fifth, whilst the study used a data collection instrument modified from an existing valid and reliable 

instrument it was only retested against simulated cases and medical records, which limits our 

knowledge on its validity and reliability for capturing this data (41)."  

 

13 Some of the information in para 1 on page 10 repeats information already provided. Revise to 

reduce repetition.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this helpful suggestion and as per our response to Reviewer Three’s 

comments directly above, we have now not only reduced the repetition of the Methods: Data 
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collection instrument section substantially, but also added clarification to the testing of the QFDF. 

Furthermore, we have re-ordered the sub-sections in the Methods in an attempt to improve the flow of 

the methods and further reduce repetition.  

 

14 Indicate how the sub-sample of QFDF data was selected to be tested for agreement with the 

medical records.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this comment and have now clarified how the sub-sample of data was 

selected. Methods: Data collector audit: Sentence 1 now reads:  

 

"As aforementioned, a sub-sample of data collected from participants (‘study data’) was tested for 

concurrent validity with the participants’ medical records (‘medical records’). As the study was 

conducted in different regions a random sample was unable to be tested due to resource constraints. 

Therefore, to be representative of the different wards and hospitals in the study a sub-sample 

(approximately 5% of the required study sample size) was taken from one general medical and one 

general surgical ward located in the large metropolitan hospital, which was the third-largest (middle-

sized) hospital. The process for the audit involved firstly collecting the study data from the sub-sample 

of participants as per the data collection procedure. The hospital medical records of those participants 

included in the sub-sample were then audited on the same day by two authors who were blinded to 

the sub-sample study data collected. The authors were instructed to review the medical record and 

complete all applicable variables if noted anywhere in the medical record using a QFDF. The 

applicable variables recorded from the medical records were then compared with the study data 

collected for agreement."  

 

15 The processes used to audit the medical records was not described.  

 

We very much thank the Reviewer for identifying this lack of detail. We have now added detail on the 

process of medical record audit which follows directly on in the manuscript from the passage 

addressing Reviewer Three’s Comment directly above from Methods: Data collector audit: Sentence 

5 now reads:  

 

"The process for the audit involved firstly collecting the study data from the sub-sample of participants 

as per the data collection procedure. The hospital medical records of those participants included in 

the sub-sample were then audited on the same day by two authors who were blinded to the sub-

sample study data collected. The authors were instructed to review the medical record and complete 

all applicable variables if noted anywhere in the medical record using a QFDF. The applicable 

variables recorded from the medical records were then compared with the study data collected for 

agreement."  

 

16 As indicated most of the tables are very long. Can they be summarised or omitted because the 

main information is presented in the text?  

 

We thank the reviewer for these suggestions. We refer the Reviewer to our response to Reviewer 

Three’s General Comment #3. Additionally, we have also reduced the text in the Results by ~40% 

and relied more on the data in the remaining tables. We again thank the Reviewer for these 

suggestions.  

 

17 Indicate how ‘burden’ was defined and decided.  

 

We very much thank the Reviewer for this comment. As per our revisions to address the Reviewer’s 

Specific Comment #1 we have clarified our aim to include the term “prevalence” rather than “burden”. 

Furthermore, we have also taken the opportunity to clarify our definition of burden, immediately in the 
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Introduction. Paragraph 1: Sentence 1 onwards now provides clarity for the rest of the document and 

reads:  

 

"Foot-related conditions can cause high burdens of disease due to high rates of hospitalisation and 

amputation (1-6). In the context of hospitalisation, foot-related conditions typically refer to foot disease 

or foot trauma (1, 2, 6-10). Foot disease typically refers collectively to ulcers, infections, ischaemia 

and Charcot foot and is usually precipitated by the foot risk factors of peripheral arterial disease, 

neuropathy and deformity (1-4, 10-12). Foot trauma typically refers to limb-threatening injuries to the 

foot caused by high energy trauma (8, 9).  

 

Foot-related conditions have been reported to be present in considerable proportions of specific 

inpatient populations (1-7). Yet, recent reviews conclude the direct foot-related inpatient burden has 

yet to be studied; that is the total prevalence of all hospitalisations caused by any foot-related 

condition within a representative inpatient population (1, 2). One large retrospective study of a 

national hospital discharge dataset reported that 1.2% of all hospitalisations were caused by foot 

disease; however, it did not report foot trauma (5). Therefore, there is a distinct gap in information to 

quantify the direct inpatient burden caused by foot-related conditions (1, 2). Without this information it 

is difficult for clinicians, researchers and policy makers to comprehend, compare and address a 

burden of disease (13)."  

 

Discussion  

18 The discussion is short and repeats the findings, The interpretation of the findings (or implications) 

reads more like discussion.  

 

We thank the Reviewer for this comment. We had tried to follow the order of the Discussion sub-

headings suggested by BMJ Open in our original manuscript, here: 

http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/guidelines.xhtml#research. However, we think the Reviewer may 

have been confused by the order of these Discussion sub-headings, which means the eventual 

readers may be as well.  

 

Therefore, we have re-ordered the sub-headings and flow of our Discussion to be more like that of a 

traditional Discussion, ie: Principal findings; Interpretation of Findings; Implications for clinicians, 

researchers and policy makers; Strengths and Weakness; Conclusion. Please see the revised 

Manuscript: Discussion.  

 

We hope this has improved the understanding and flow of our Discussion and is acceptable to the 

Editors. If it is not acceptable to the Editors we are more than happy to change it back. Please refer to 

the entire Discussion section to Conclusion. 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Eric Senneville 
Gustave Dron Hospital, France 

REVIEW RETURNED 21-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have fully answered to the Reviewers' questions  
The manuscript is now much easier to read than the original version 

 

REVIEWER Trisha Dunning 
Deakin University and Barwon Health  
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Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors appear to have addressed the Issues raised in the initial 
review.  
Copy editing is still required in places.  
There are still a lot of tables and figures.  
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